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Present, state of the art, shore power solutions to connect ship to shore electrical network are based on 

existing, well established and proven,  manual connectors technologies and the corresponding massive 

investments are starting to be implemented, both on port and ship sides, to meet the upcoming 2014 California 

port emission abatement requirement. 

Nevertheless, looking at the corresponding   environmental, operational, schedule and, needless to say, 

funding challenges, this paper assess if an alternative, fully automatic connector technology could be worth 

considering, such as the PLUG solution proposed by the author. 

 It describes how this technology could change the game by: 

- speed of operation (and hence reduction of on board generator sets use…boosting by up to 20 % the 

return on investment of the whole shore power infrastructure ), 

- safety : no direct handling of high voltage connector and cables, 

-  compactness (no impact on ship side payload volume, negligible quayside footprint), 

- Capital and Operational expenses: reduced part list and simplified installation, no manpower 

required… 

- Versatility : a single PLUG Unit can provide up to 11 000 Volts / 700 Amps power exchange capability 

 

Introduction 

Behind the terms “Shore power”,” Cold ironing”»,” HVSC”  (acronym for High Voltage Shore Connection) the 

maritime industry describes the same practice: connecting ships to on shore power network when they are in 

port to allow them to stop their generator sets. 

Such practice is routinely used for Navy ships and is starting to be implemented for commercial vessels, mostly 

for environmental reasons. 

Historically, « cold ironing » is a US navy term coming from the fact that once the on board gensets have been 

stopped, the whole” iron” /  steel mass of the whole engine room gets “cold”! 

Shore power has attracted a lot of attention recently as a way to reduce emissions at two levels: 

1)  local Diesel engines emissions which are increasingly considered as a public health issue for the 

populations located around port areas,    

2) global shipping industry CO2 emissions, as part of the numerous corrective actions identified to 

reduce climate change risks. 



Ideally, as illustrated in figure 1, shore power could become a fully optimized extension of the shore power 

network towards the vessels at berth

connected to lower emissions, lower costs power sources. 

Taking advantages of present day IT technologies and that

in place in many countries to allow to trade power just  one 

become a real time optimization of the balance between supply and demand

  

 

The shore power economical challenge

Figure 2 illustrates the possible strategies ship owners could have on this market, taking into account the 

typical, intrinsically, hour by hour, week by week

Ideally, as illustrated in figure 1, shore power could become a fully optimized extension of the shore power 

at berth, both in economical and environmental terms, by allowing

connected to lower emissions, lower costs power sources.  

Taking advantages of present day IT technologies and that efficient  power exchange trade 

to trade power just  one quarter of an  hour ahead, shore power 

become a real time optimization of the balance between supply and demand…. 

Figure 1 : the shore power concept 

shore power economical challenge 

Figure 2 illustrates the possible strategies ship owners could have on this market, taking into account the 

hour by hour, week by week, fluctuating price of the on shore power

Ideally, as illustrated in figure 1, shore power could become a fully optimized extension of the shore power 

allowing ships to get 

trade  market are already  

d, shore power  could 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the possible strategies ship owners could have on this market, taking into account the 

power market. 



 

Figure 2 : Typical shore power / on board generation economical benchmarking 

Compared to shore power market price, on board generation cost is remarkably stable on a daily basis, as it is 

mostly driven by the cost of the fuel and  maintenance of the on board gensets (although this may vary 

depending on the power load and the corresponding engine efficiency), and has been illustrated by a flat line 

on this figure. 

As an example in this figure, we have set this on board generation cost line in the middle of the typical hourly 

shore power market price. This means that during the day peak hours, when demand by other (shore based) 

consumers is high, shore power price is significantly higher than on board generation , and that a  ship owner’s 

interest is to keep his  gensets running…on the opposite, during low demand period, typically at night, his 

interest is to switch to shore power to get access to lower cost sources of energy… 

In this case,  a shore power connection becomes  an attractive way to play, and most importantly, beat the 

shore  power market, by getting connected only when it is profitable…Some vessels , like the new generation  

Diesel Electric LNG carriers, could even play the market both ways, using their main propulsion Gensets to sell 

power to the shore  during peak hours, see Ref 1.  

Unfortunately the reality is presently quite different, and you do not need to pay many beers to a given ship 

owner (or, alternatively, a terminal operator) to have him telling you that shore power is just one of this fancy 

gimmick invented by some greenish bureaucrat from the Californian Air Resource Board (or even worse the 

European Commission..!) to kill its profits, see figure 3! 

 

Figure 3: The Shore power challenge:  certainly green and good for emissions, but what about profitability? 
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 Although intoxicated, such statement should not be neglected by any shore power promoter, as it reflects the 

truth: in most cases, shore power is not profitable for ship owners, and out of the present world 60 000 

+merchant vessels 
(*)

  in operations, hardly   a couple of hundred are using it during their normal operations, a 

clear indication that this is not a profitable operation…. 

In fact while reviewing CO2 emissions (and fuel consumption) reduction strategies Det Norske veritas class 

society recently ranked  shore power as one of the least efficient CO2 emissions abatement technologies, 

behind no less than 20 others!,  see figure 4, taken from reference 2. 

 

Figure 4: Benchmarking between CO2 emissions abatement solutions from a report issued by DNV (ref 2) 

 Nevertheless, several factors, beyond mandatory requirements, may change  shore power use, as identified in 

figure 2 : 

- On board (Diesel) generation fuel costs may rise sharply compared to shore generation resources in the 

coming years, both if oil barrel price rises and if, as it is already the case in some areas, use of low sulphur fuels 

becomes mandatory (see Ref  3);  

- On the opposite, as identified in figure 4, the development of  Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) as a fuel for the 

shipping industry  could become a very attractive solution against shore power both to meet global (CO2) and 

local (Californian) emissions abatement requirement’s;  

- In the same way, implementation of Diesel exhaust scrubbers to reduce Common Air Contaminants (CACs)  

emissions could be as well very competitive to meet local (Californian ) requirements 

- On board generation price may as well increase if local or global emissions taxes are implemented, and this 

could be a long term solution; 

- Subsidies, especially to cover the ship owner’s and terminal’ s  Expenses may be implemented (and has been 

in most present cases for Capital Expenses, but Sweden is, for example, considering to deliver shore power tax 

free to make it competitive on the long term ) , mostly due to a local emission concerns, but cannot be 

considered as a long term, widespread, solution; 

(*) by “vessels” we consider something at least 100 meters long, floating more or less upright! 



- And last, and by far not the least on the long term, the shore power industry can increase its competiveness  

by reducing, through innovation and other cost abatement measures, its Capital and Operational Expenses, as 

NG2 is proposing with its PLUG connector solution…. 

PLUG shore power solution 

 

PLUG (acronym for Power Generation during Loading & Unloading), is an innovative solution to increase 

drastically shore power competitiveness, both in terms of economical and environmental benefits. 

PLUG is to be benchmarked with at least these three existing solutions (see Ref 4): 

- For small power exchange requirements (<1 MW) all manual operations for cable and connector 

handling, such as in the Baltic sea; 

- For large cruise ship with large power requirements (<12 MW) mechanized  supports and handling of 

the cable on the connectors up to the vessel power sockets, with final  manual connection, such as in 

Alaska; 

- For Container Carriers (2 to 12 MW) the Port of Long Beach is actively promoting a solution, called 

“AMP” (Alternative Maritime Power)  based on one or two on board mechanized cable reels with 

manual connection, and this solution is considered by IEC as a standard.  

 

Compared to these solutions, PLUG proposes a game changing technology based on a very innovative 

connector system, leading to much easier and efficient operations: 

As soon as the vessel is secured alongside the quay, the crew has just to slide out above the quay a beam to 

which is attached the ship side power socket and drop a chain toward the quay side connector. 

 

Figure 5: PLUG connector patented guiding technology   



The chain is equipped (see figure  5) at its end with a triangular cross section ”shuttle bar”, which as soon as it 

is within reach, is grabbed by a diaphragm system which guide it towards the quay side connector . Getting 

further down, inside the connector, the shuttle bar gets into contact with a set of three rollers which force it to 

rotate and get indexed with the connector electrical contacts.  Getting further down, the shuttle bar gets into a 

mechanism which locks it with the connector. 

The diaphragm can then be re opened and the crew can hoist up towards the ship side socket the quay side 

connector and the power cables attached to it (see figure 6 or watch/ download videos on NG2 website…). 

 

Figure 6: PLUG operations 

When it gets into the ship side socket, the shuttle bar is guided by another set of three rollers and rotates again 

to align in front of each others the connector and socket electrical contacts. 

When the connector gets further up, the socket electrical contacts push open the quayside connector contacts 

and the connection is established.             

These unique features, make PLUG the world first solution to perform a safe, multi mega watt, high voltage, 

connection in less than a minute…! 

Another features is that PLUG fully mechanized operations are insensitive to the mass and (lack of) flexibility of 

the connectors and cables: the power exchange capability can be optimized to meet with the same design, and 

a single PLUG unit, most of the world’s fleet requirements, under up to 11 000 Volts, as illustrated in  Figure 7. 



Figure 7 : PLUG typical power range compar

This means for example that, as illustrated in figure 8, a single PLUG unit can covers the power exchange 

requirement of most container carriers up to 8000 TEU. Only the larger ones

units in parallel to full fill their needs, using two adjacent quay side PLUG interfaces, see Fig 9. 

Figure 8: PLUG capability versus typical container carriers shore power requirement’s

 

Figure 7 : PLUG typical power range compared to various ships shore power requirements

This means for example that, as illustrated in figure 8, a single PLUG unit can covers the power exchange 

container carriers up to 8000 TEU. Only the larger ones, will need to install two PLU

units in parallel to full fill their needs, using two adjacent quay side PLUG interfaces, see Fig 9. 

: PLUG capability versus typical container carriers shore power requirement’s

 

ed to various ships shore power requirements 

This means for example that, as illustrated in figure 8, a single PLUG unit can covers the power exchange 

will need to install two PLUG 

units in parallel to full fill their needs, using two adjacent quay side PLUG interfaces, see Fig 9.  

 

: PLUG capability versus typical container carriers shore power requirement’s 



Figure 9 : PLUG parallel configuration for large Container carriers.. 

One will note that doubling  to  12 MVA the shore power exchange capability will not require any additional 

(doubling) of the investment on the terminal side,  as larger vessels will just need to

adjacent, already existing,  quay side interfaces ..

 

Figure 10

Figure 10 shows the typical ship side shore power PLUG deli

- a  watertight door , which when

environment, reducing the corresponding

- a sliding beam to which is attached the watertight door , the hoisting system and the HV socket; 

one will note that this beam can fit easi

system  footprint, allowing an easy retrofit on existing vessels;

- a HV socket which protects the contacts from the marin 

PLUG parallel configuration for large Container carriers.. 

One will note that doubling  to  12 MVA the shore power exchange capability will not require any additional 

(doubling) of the investment on the terminal side,  as larger vessels will just need to get connected to two 

adjacent, already existing,  quay side interfaces .. 

 

Figure 10 : Typical ship side PLUG deliverables 

ship side shore power PLUG deliverables, which consists mainly of :

ch when fully closed, protects the whole system from the marine 

environment, reducing the corresponding maintenance costs; 

a sliding beam to which is attached the watertight door , the hoisting system and the HV socket; 

one will note that this beam can fit easily between two existing deck beams, reducing the on board 

system  footprint, allowing an easy retrofit on existing vessels; 

e contacts from the marin environment during the power exchange;

 

PLUG parallel configuration for large Container carriers..  

One will note that doubling  to  12 MVA the shore power exchange capability will not require any additional 

get connected to two 

 

verables, which consists mainly of : 

protects the whole system from the marine 

a sliding beam to which is attached the watertight door , the hoisting system and the HV socket; 

ly between two existing deck beams, reducing the on board 

environment during the power exchange; 



- a hoisting mechanism, which allows

built in emergency release capability, just by releasing the chain until its last link gets out of the chain 

grab… 

- a control command cabinet , including a radio link which allow

the whole operations, including the remote control of the quay side PLUG interface

- a  on board set of HV cables between the HV socket and the on board breaker arranged as festoon 

to follow the mechanism when it is slid o

- a crew protection which protec

need to rely on an a qualified electrical engineer to  perform PLUG operations…

Figure 11

Figure 11 shows the typical quay side shore power PLUG deliverables, which consists mainly of :

- a  watertight HV connector which is hoisted towards the vessel to establish the connection;

- a remote control connector basket which is used to store and protect the conenctor 

use, and is equipped with a capture mechanism to grab the vessel hoisting chain; this baskets slides 

along the quay,just above water so that it can be located right below the ship PLUG interface.

- a sliding rail which is attached to the quay;

- a set of HV power cables which are linking the connector to the quay side HV breaker. These cables 

form a festoon in the water along the quay to provide some flexibility and adjustment capability with 

regard to the vessel longitudinal position, tide vari

 

a hoisting mechanism, which allows to establish not only the connection, but as well, provides a 

built in emergency release capability, just by releasing the chain until its last link gets out of the chain 

a control command cabinet , including a radio link which allows a single crew member to perform 

the whole operations, including the remote control of the quay side PLUG interface

a  on board set of HV cables between the HV socket and the on board breaker arranged as festoon 

to follow the mechanism when it is slid out… 

a crew protection which protect the crew from any mechanical and electrical part, suppressing the 

d electrical engineer to  perform PLUG operations…  

Figure 11: Typical quay side PLUG deliverables  

 

typical quay side shore power PLUG deliverables, which consists mainly of :

watertight HV connector which is hoisted towards the vessel to establish the connection;

a remote control connector basket which is used to store and protect the conenctor 

use, and is equipped with a capture mechanism to grab the vessel hoisting chain; this baskets slides 

along the quay,just above water so that it can be located right below the ship PLUG interface.

a sliding rail which is attached to the quay; 

a set of HV power cables which are linking the connector to the quay side HV breaker. These cables 

form a festoon in the water along the quay to provide some flexibility and adjustment capability with 

regard to the vessel longitudinal position, tide variations, etc…  

to establish not only the connection, but as well, provides a 

built in emergency release capability, just by releasing the chain until its last link gets out of the chain 

a single crew member to perform 

the whole operations, including the remote control of the quay side PLUG interface; 

a  on board set of HV cables between the HV socket and the on board breaker arranged as festoon 

the crew from any mechanical and electrical part, suppressing the 

 

 

typical quay side shore power PLUG deliverables, which consists mainly of : 

watertight HV connector which is hoisted towards the vessel to establish the connection; 

a remote control connector basket which is used to store and protect the conenctor when not in 

use, and is equipped with a capture mechanism to grab the vessel hoisting chain; this baskets slides 

along the quay,just above water so that it can be located right below the ship PLUG interface. 

a set of HV power cables which are linking the connector to the quay side HV breaker. These cables 

form a festoon in the water along the quay to provide some flexibility and adjustment capability with 



PLUG applicability to container carriers 

 

The container carrier case is certainly one of the most challenging one for shore power, as it 

competes here with other potentially very cost effective solutions to meet CARB or general CO2 

emissions reduction requirements, such as   on board gas power generation.  

It is therefore very important to propose a solution with major cost and operational benefits.  

One of the big differences between PLUG and the AMP solution which is based on the on board 

storage  of the HV cables on cable reels is, from ship side point of view  its compactness and limited 

part lists, to which benefits a  negligible quay side footprint, is to be added, see figure 12. 

. 

 

Figure 12: Cross section of typical PLUG solution  

Taking advantage of this ship side interface compactness, we propose to install it, see figure 13, 

within the side passageways which are fitted along container carriers above the side ballast tanks, 

preferably at the level of the Engine room main switch board, to reduce the length of the routing of 

HV cables between PLUG and the vessel’s main switchboard, reducing installation costs and duration.  

Operationally, this could mean, as well, that the PLUG operations could be directly performed by the 

crew member on watch at the nearby main switchboard. 

Other benefits are that mechanical installation is much simplified, as the PLUG interface can be fitted 

directly within the vessel existing steel structure. 

Alternatively, as requested by some ship owners, a containerized solution has been investigated, 

which offers a more last minute, flexible, fleet shore power implementation to meet the CARB 

requirement.  



A key saving compared to manual connector solutions, which requires two cable reels for power 

exchange in excess of 4 MVA, is that a single ship side and quay PLUG unit can provide up to 6 MVA. 

This drastically reduces ship side installation costs for vessels requiring between 4 to 6 MVA. 

As mentioned above, for power exchange above 6 MVA, another PLUG unit can be used in parallel, 

installed as well in the side passageway, in front of the next quay side shore power interface. This 

offers a power exchange capability of up to 12 MVA without any significant additional cost for the 

terminal infrastructure…  

 

Figure 13: PLUG installation in container carrier side passage ways  

On the terminal side, the PLUG interface will be a sliding basket located just above the water 

alongside the quay, so that the HV cables can festoons under it under the water. Although 

rudimentary, this is very cost effective and reliable cable storage and management system, taking 

advantage of the available volume created by the quay side fenders between the quay and the vessel 

sides! 

   

 
 

Figure 14: PLUG cable management system within available fender spaces  



In terms of operations and safety, see figure 15, PLUG has a negligible quay side foot print and does 

not require shore side operator, so impact on the (cargo and others…) operations and safety hazards 

(in particular there are no HV cables are  lying on the quay or hanging above or at the proximity of 

the access gangway)  are kept to a minimum.  

 

Figure 15: PLUG container carrier operations 

 

PLUG applicability to cruise ships 

 

For cruise ships, which are very volume critical vessels, the competition from on board gas power 

generation is certainly less acute.  

The challenge for PLUG is nevertheless,  to propose again a  solution with major cost and operational 

benefits.  

For these vessels, see figure 16, PLUG could be installed at the level of the main service deck. 

Here again, a sliding basket configuration is proposed alongside the quay to provide some flexibility 

w.r.t to the ship interface position. A big benefit brought by PLUG is that the connection is, in fact, 

performed outside the vessel’s hull envelope, saving a lot of spaces on board.    



 

Figure 16: typical PLUG implementation on cruise ships 

 

Typically, see figure 17, the PLUG interface could fit within two frames within an existing 

compartment, such as, for example, the luggage handling room… The big benefits for the ship owner 

in a retrofit case is that no specific room needs to be dedicated for the interface, saving typically , a 

crew or even better, a passenger cabin…which represents a very significant value in this industry!  

Under 11 000 V a single PLUG unit could provide a 10 MVA power exchange capability, covering most 

of the cruise ships needs. Vessels requiring more power, could, as described above for container 

carriers, use two units in parallel… 

One will note that the quay side interface will offer a very low visual impact, a key concern for 

sensitive cruise terminals…while a one minute (or even less, as the hoisting distance will be minimal 

for cruise ships!) operation means compared to existing manual solutions, that the rate of use of the 

shore power infrastructure will be drastically increased, typically by 20 %. 

 

   

 

Figure 17: PLUG typical implementation on a cruise ship 



PLUG Project Status 
 

PLUG has been officially released on the market at the September 2010 Shipbuilding, Machinery and 

Marine (SMM) technology fair in Hamburg, where a full size PLUG was on display, see figure 18 (and 

the video on our website), demonstrating , among other features, its one minute 

connection/disconnection capability. 

.  

Figure 18: PLUG operation demonstrations at SMM  

Following this exhibition, this PLUG unit is going to be used to perform high voltage and other 

qualification tests, in order to get class and owner’s approval for an implementation on several 

projects in 2011. 

In parallel: 

1) a PLUG /AMP adaptor is developed to propose PLUG for California Terminals already 

equipped with AMP, see figure 19.  Due to the gains in brings in terms of speed of operations 

and reduction of man power costs, such adaptor is expected to require  a pay back period of 

a one year or two for the terminal operator.  

 

 

Figure 19 : PLUG / AMP adaptor 



 

2) a floating PLUG connector version is developed to meet tankers shore power requirements…see 

figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: Floating PLUG connector version  for tankers 

PLUG Benefits to meet California emission abatement requirements 

  

First benefit by using PLUG technology would be certainly safety.  

Whatever the efforts and claims of high voltage cables  and manual connectors manufacturers, these 

pieces of hardware are nearly nothing to do with “flexibility” or “lightweight” ( at least for the 

average worker!) who may even rather consider them  as utterly “vicious” pieces of hardware… 

This means that using manual handling for shore power connectors and cables could even, from an 

health and safety point of view, lead to higher hazards that the one it is supposed to cure, replacing 

the reduction of risk of cancer and other respiratory illness by an increased rate of back injuries 

(these, see ref  6, represent typically 25 % of longshoremen injuries), broken limbs, tripping and  falls 

in the water, etc..among crew and quay side personnel, without talking of the HV electrical hazards…. 

By proposing a completely “hands off” solution PLUG certainly suppress most of these risks. 

Second benefit would be certainly public health, as PLUG, by allowing to connect the vessel to shore 

power from the first to the last minute of its call, without, furthermore requiring any quay side 

operator who may generates extra delays if they are not readily available, will increase the duration 

of the effective connection to shore power, leading to the corresponding further gains in emissions 

reduction.  

For example, manual connection / disconnection operations for a cruise ship take presently, up to 45 

minutes each ….out of a typical 8 hours at berth duration.  

By using PLUG, the vessels gensets could be switched off during most of these 8 hours, increasing by 

around 20 % the corresponding emission reduction.  



With regard to short duration calls, CARB, certainly based on manual connectors limitations, has 

exempted vessels docking for less than three hours, this could be reconsidered with PLUG, down, 

let’s say to half an hour,  leading to further emissions reductions… 

This possibility to increase the rate of use of the whole terminal side shore power infrastructure 

should be especially attractive for ports which are in a second port of call situation, having shorter 

berthing time, such as Oakland.. 

A third benefit would  certainly be a much higher cost effectiveness  for port and terminal 

operators, as PLUG will  reduces drastically the man power costs and , the capital expenses while  

increasing the rate of use of the whole infrastructure by 20 %. 

A fourth  benefit would  certainly be a much higher cost effectiveness  for ship owners, as PLUG will  

reduces drastically the man power costs, the capital and maintenance expenses while  having no 

significant impact on payload volume and operations. 

A fifth benefit would certainly be for the Californian power supply industry, as PLUG by making it 

more competitive and by increasing shore power rate of use, will increase the corresponding export 

power trade towards the international deep sea shipping industry, with the corresponding jobs and 

state revenue benefits… 

Conclusion 

By mixing “California” and “innovation” within the same question, the title of this paper was certainly 

making the answer an easy one: there is room for innovation to meet Californian shore power 

requirements. 

 The author’s opinion would even go further by stating that there is not only room, but that there is  

a need for shore power innovations to makes this solution competitive compared to other 

technologies, especially on board gas fuelled power generation, and PLUG is certainly only one of 

them!   
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